HOW LOVE SERVE GROW HELPED RYAN
SHEDRICK FIND MORE FREEDOM AND JOY IN
HER BUSINESS, BUILD DEEPER CONNECTIONS
ON HER TEAM, AND HAVE HER BEST PERSONAL
SALES MONTH IN TWO YEARS
Ryan Shedrick has been a member of Love Serve Grow since
April 2022, along with 12 of her team members. She has been
building a business with Seint for the last four years.
CHALLENGES
As a high-ranking leader in her networking marketing company (Seint), Ryan’s passion has always been
growing and leading a team, which ultimately lead her to feel overstretched and overworked. She wanted
to create more work-life balance, as well as create a team environment that was focused on service
instead of the common success metrics of money and ranks.

SOLUTION
Ryan joined Love Serve Grow, a high-touch training, coaching, and accountability program designed
to teach aspiring network marketing leaders how to create hustle free success and build a LIFE FIRST
business. Ryan enrolled in Love Serve Grow with 12 of her team members.

RESULTS
Created a team environment focused
on transformational selling and
leadership, not transactional

Started a leadership team that
has helped her create more time
freedom and work-life balance

Had her best personal sales month in
July 2022 since May 2020 — and is now
passionate about selling (not just leading!)

Team members have deeper connections,
are more engaged, and feel less pressure

“

Team had its best sales month ever in July 2022

Ryan and team now work with
strategy, intention and purpose

“Love Serve Grow has made my business so much deeper and more meaningful. There
are so many more layers to this business, so much more you can do, and so much more
impact you can have when you build it from a basis of transformation. Love Serve Grow
allows you to tap into more success than you ever knew you could experience.”

-Ryan Shedrick
ARTIST 7, SEINT

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW LOVE SERVE GROW CAN
HELP YOU CREATE MORE PURPOSE, PROFIT, FREEDOM, AND
GROWTH IN YOUR BUSINESS, GO TO CLICK HERE.

